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Abstract
This study aims to find out whether training learners on language learning strategies has an effect on foreign language learning achievement or not. The population is Kocaeli University 2013-2014 education year Foreign Languages School students. This study is an experimental study in which randomly chosen experimental and control classes take part, and only the experimental classes were trained on language learning strategies for the defined period of time and observed until the end of the first term on their use of the language learning strategies. At the end of the first term, language learning strategies and learner autonomy surveys were conducted again as post-tests. The significant difference between the overall averages of the first term grades of beginner/elementary level control and experimental groups shows that training students on language learning strategies may lead to better foreign language achievement, particularly in lower levels.
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1. Introduction

Language learning processing strategies exist and influence second language acquisition (McLaughlin, Kinbourne, Cole, Bates & MacWhinney, Wode, Winitz). Some of the researchers who examined and analyzed learner language have referred to universal language processing strategies, such as overgeneralization, transfer and simplification. The operation of these strategies should be considered as one cause of learner errors and the changing nature of the learners’ interlanguage system (Taylor, 1975; Richards, 1975; cited in Wenden & Rubin, 1987). Analysis of learner language has also yielded information on communication strategies learners use when faced with a gap between communicative need and linguistic repertoire (Faerch & Kasper, 1983). These studies on universal language processing strategies and communication strategies focus on the cognitive processes involved in second language acquisition. How learners approach the task of learning a second language is the subject of cognitive science defined as “a systematic inquiry into our thinking selves… a discipline devoted to exploring how our minds work (Hunt, 1982; 17 cited in Wenden & Rubin, 1987). The understanding of the workings of the mind is expressed in a variety of questions (Hunt, 1982; 29 cited in Wenden & Rubin, 1987), these questions are;

• Do we learn what we learn primarily as a result of mere repetition- or of comprehension- or of the linkage of new material to previously known material?
• By what methods do we locate, in our memories, whatever we want to remember?
• Has what is forgotten merely faded out, or been erased or merely misfiled?
• Does the human mind spontaneously come to reason along the lines of formal logic or
Cognitive science bases its assumptions on these questions. Information comes in through our sense receptors. At this time selected items of information are attended to, identified, and, then, moved into the short-term or working memory. In short-term memory a series of mental operations are applied to this information. Then, the changed or modified product is stored in long-term memory to be retrieved when it is needed. The mental operations that encoded incoming information are referred to as processes. The changes brought about by these processes are referred to as organizations of knowledge or knowledge structures. The techniques actually used to manipulate the incoming information and, later, to retrieve what has been stored are referred to as cognitive strategies.

The literature on learning strategies in second language acquisition emerged from a concern for identifying the characteristics of effective learners. Research focusing on the “good language learner” (Naiman et. Al. 1978; Rubin, 1975; cited in Wenden & Rubin, 1987) had identified strategies reported by students or observed in the language learning situations that appear to contribute to learning. The literature showed that students do apply strategies while learning a second language and that these strategies can be described and classified.

Learners need assistance to learn autonomously and teachers play a key role in providing this (Benson, 2001; Gardner & Miller, 1999; Sinclair, McGrath & Lamb, 2000). “Learning training is a key for teachers to help learners autonomously including two important areas: raising learner awareness of how languages are learned and providing them with the skills they need to do it” (Logan & Moore, 2004; p. 1). Tudor (1996; p. 37) describes learning training as “the process by which learners are helped to deepen their understanding of the nature of language learning and to acquire the knowledge and skills they need in order to pursue their learning goals in an informal and self-directed manner”.

Dickinson (1988) states that there are three main components to provide a successful learner training:

- Training learners in the processes and strategies for language learning
- Raising learner awareness of how the target language operates
- Focusing on the theory of second language acquisition
The need for learner autonomy extends beyond the foreign/second language classroom and beyond the time learners spend acquiring another language (Wenden, 1998). Therefore, learner training activities are expected to prepare learners for lifelong learning (e.g. Westhoff, 1990; Eriksson, 1993; Dam, 1995; Shiels, 1993; Thomson, 1996). Benson (2003) states that the aim of training is to enable learners to become effective agents of change within their educational context.

Cohen (2003) states that strategy training aims to provide learners with the tools to do:

- Self-diagnose their strengths and weaknesses in language learning
- Become aware of what helps them to learn the target language most efficiently
- Develop a broad range of problem-solving skills
- Experiment with familiar and unfamiliar learning strategies
- Make decisions about how to approach a language task
- Monitor and self-evaluate their performance
- Transfer successful strategies to new learning contexts (p.1)

Many researchers have explicitly stressed the importance of learner training for learner autonomy (e.g. Holec, 1981; Huttunen, 1986; Cotterall, 1995; Dickinson, 1995; Dam 1995; Oxford, 1990; Wenden, 1991). Holec (1985) explains the aim of the training as preparing learners to direct their own learning so that they may gradually move from a state of dependence on a teacher to the greatest degree of independence or autonomy possible in a particular set of circumstances. Benson (2001; p.146) states that “there is good evidence that learner development programs can be effective in improving language learning performance. Research done on learner training indicates that training learners on language learning strategies has a positive effect on learners’ language proficiency.

2. Research on Learner Training

Alparda (2010) investigated the effect of learner training on students’ ability to benefit from Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) effectively. Strategy training appeared to have a positive effect on students’ motivation to attend the lab lessons and engage in the lab activities. Balkır (2007) concludes that learner training and awareness building activities have resulted in a significant improvement in learners’ perceptions of responsibility and a moderate increase in their motivational level. Torun (2010) revealed that teaching vocabulary learning strategies explicitly helps learners adopt more strategies, which leads to vocabulary development. The experimental group was observed to use more vocabulary learning strategies after the treatment and while there was no statistical difference between the control and the experimental groups in terms of proficiency before the treatment, the subjects in the experimental group improved their vocabulary knowledge much more than the control group. Odaci (2006) revealed that after the listening comprehension strategy training, experimental group had a significantly higher level of listening proficiency than the control group. However, at the beginning of the study there was no significant difference between two groups.
3. Research Design

This study aims to find out whether learner training may result in better language achievement or not by training foreign language learners on language learning strategies. Research questions are:
1. What sort of language learning strategies do KOUPS' students employ?
2. In the pre-test prior to the study, do the experimental groups significantly differ from control groups in terms of language learning strategies?
3. In the post-test after the study, do the experimental groups significantly differ from control groups in terms of language learning strategies?
4. Is there any statistically significant difference between the pre- and post-test scores of the control groups in terms of language learning strategies?
5. Is there any statistically significant difference between the pre- and post-test scores of the experimental groups in terms of language learning strategies?
6. Does training students on language learning strategies have an effect on foreign language achievement?

The study is conducted at Kocaeli University English Prep School. The students are attended to B (beginner/elementary) and A (pre-intermediate/intermediate) level classes according to the results of the placement test at the beginning of the 2013-2014 academic year. This is a quasi-experimental study in which experimental and control classes equivalent in proficiency level are chosen to take part in. The quantitative data analyzed was gathered via a questionnaire. At the beginning of the fall term, language learning strategies questionnaire was administered as pre-test. Then, the experimental classes were trained on language learning strategies for the defined period of time and observed until the end of the first term on their use of the language learning strategies. The control groups did not receive any training. At the end of the first term, language learning strategies questionnaire was administered again as post-test.

4. Population and Sample

In this study, the population is Kocaeli University 2013-2014 academic year Foreign Languages School students. There are eight classes randomly chosen, four B (beginner/elementary) level classes and four A (pre-intermediate/intermediate) level classes that take part in the study. The level of the classes is identified by the placement test administered at the beginning of 2013-2014 academic year. The students are assigned to the classes based on their placement test results. The randomly chosen classes (B 4-6-15-17; A 10-11-12-13) are at the similar level, and they are the classes of the teacher-researcher (T1) and a teacher’s (T2) classes who are the participants in the study. ‘B’ level classes have 24 hours of General English lessons weekly. Each class has two teachers, one is the teacher-researcher (T1), and the other is another teacher from the institution. The study is only conducted in the teacher-researcher’s lessons, for 12 hours a week. ‘A’ level classes have 20 hours of General English lessons every week. Each group taking part in the study has two teachers, one is the teacher-participant (T2), and the other is another teacher from the institution. The study is only conducted in the teacher-participant’s lessons, for 10 hours a week.
5. Strategy Training

Strategy training was based on Oxford’s strategy training model (1990) in which seven steps suggesting how to implement strategy training are identified as follows:

- Determine learners’ needs and the resources available for training.
- Select the strategies to be taught.
- Consider the benefits of integrated strategy training.
- Consider motivational issues.
- Prepare the materials and activities.
- Conduct explicit strategy training.
- Evaluate and revise the strategy training.

Strategy training started after the pre-tests were conducted to experimental and control groups. The experimental groups attended training. Training included activities based on the content to be covered in the syllabus of the 2013-2014 fall academic year and the parallel strategies that were identified to be taught. These activities were provided by the researcher in an attempt to train students in some language learning strategies and raise their awareness of cognitive and metacognitive strategies which would enable them to develop autonomy and improve their language skills. The activities in the strategy training process included materials and exercises focused on teaching reading, vocabulary, writing, listening and speaking strategies. These materials were retrieved from different books and sources and some of them were modified for training purposes based on the sample activities provided by Oxford (1990) to teach language learning strategies. The training was conducted in the first two weeks of the academic year (11-15 November, 18-22 November). During this training process, teacher-trainers did the activities prepared for the study in their classes with the students. The researcher prepared weekly plans to include strategy training into the syllabus, and along with the syllabus to be covered teacher-trainers covered strategy training, too. Then, teacher-trainers helped students to transfer newly-learned strategy knowledge to the materials in their course book by reminding them of which strategy could be used with the material, how it could be used and why it should be used. Students were often informed about the rationale of the strategy training activities to raise their awareness of the strategies. Students were observed until the end of the term on their use of language learning strategies.

6. Findings

To gather data, Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL, Oxford) pre-test was conducted to identify the strategy use of the students. Likert scale of five items was used.

6.1 What sort of language learning strategies do KOUPS’ students employ?

The results show that the control AND EXPERIMENTAL groups sometimes use the strategies to remember more effectively (part A). They reported that they sometimes use all their mental processes (part B) such as “starting conversations in English” or “writing new words several times”. They sometimes compensate for missing information
(part C) by “making guesses about what the other person can say” or “reading in English without looking up every new word”. They reported that they sometimes organize and evaluate their learning (part D) by “making plans” or “finding ways for practice”. They sometimes manage their emotions (part E) through “encouraging” or “rewarding themselves”. They reported they sometimes learn with others (part F): they “ask for help” or “practice with other students”. The results suggest that the students in control groups are aware of the language learning strategies that may help them take control over their learning process leading to better language proficiency. The fact that they sometimes use language learning strategies shows that they have weak control over their learning process. They are aware of the strategies that may provide them necessary help in their language learning process; however, they fail to use them effectively.

6.2 In the pre-test prior to the study, do the experimental groups significantly differ from control groups in terms of language learning strategies?

Table 1. Independent T-test results of Control and Experimental Groups Strategy Pre-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>-0.445</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>-0.446</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05

As the results in Table 1 show, control and experimental groups do not differ significantly in terms of strategy pre-test.

6.3 In the post-test after the study, do the experimental groups significantly differ from control groups in terms of language learning strategies?

Table 2. Independent T-test results of Control and Experimental Groups Strategy Post-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>-0.187</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>-0.188</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05

As seen in Table 2 show, control and experimental groups do not differ significantly in terms of strategy post-test.

6.4 Is there any statistically significant difference between the pre- and post-test scores of the control groups in terms of language learning strategies?

As shown by the data in Table 3 show, the pre-test mean score of the control group for the strategy questionnaire is 1.5 (SD = 24.7) and the post-test mean score of the control group is 1.2 (SD = 68.6). It was found out that the difference between the mean scores is statistically significant (t(81) = 3.4; p < 0.05). The control group performed significantly better in the pre-test than in the post-test.
Table 3. Paired Samples T-test Results of the Control Group Pre- and Post- Strategy Questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05

6.5 Is there any statistically significant difference between the pre- and post-test scores of the experimental groups in terms of language learning strategies?

As the results described in Table 4 show, the pre-test mean score of the experimental group for the strategy questionnaire is 1.2 (SD = 61.6) and the post-test mean score of the experimental group is 1.3 (SD = 57.1). It was found out that the difference between the mean scores is statistically significant ($t_{(81)} = -2.3; p<0.05$). The experimental group performed significantly better in the post test than in the pre-test.

Table 4. Paired Samples T-test Results of the Experimental Group Pre- and Post- Strategy Questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05

6.6 Does training students on language learning strategies have an effect on foreign language achievement?

Table 5. The Overall Averages of Control and Experimental Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beginner/ Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-intermediate/ Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control 1</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control 2</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is not a significant difference between the overall averages of the first term grades of pre-intermediate/ intermediate level control and experimental groups. The significant difference between the overall averages of the first term grades of beginner/ elementary level control and experimental groups shows that training students on language learning strategies may lead to better foreign language achievement, particularly in lower levels.

7. Conclusion

The data shows that the students employ direct (cognitive) and indirect (metacognitive) strategies which shows that they emphasize both learning and using the target language. The data shows a significant difference only between the strategy pre and post test of the experimental groups, especially in beginner level. There is not a significant difference only between the strategy pre and post test of the control groups. Balkir’s (2007) study supports the results that it showed learner training and awareness building activities resulted in a significant improvement in learners’ perceptions of responsibility. The fact that the students tended to use language learning strategies more
frequently or more strategies is a sign of learner development in the level of autonomy. As Holec (1985) states students set off from a state of dependence on a teacher to independence; this is a continuum and a long process when all the circumstances of their education context considered.

As Tudor (1996; 34) states, “the knowledge and personal qualities that learner involvement requires cannot be taken for granted and need to be developed over time”. As (Logan& Moore, 2004; p. 1) states we cannot assume that learners know how to learn, we should train them for better language learning performance. Provided that strategy training is included in the curriculum and students are taught cognitive and metacognitive language learning strategies regularly and systematically, it is likely to promote autonomous learning. Griffiths (2003) supports this idea by stating that if strategies are taught to students in order that they can solve the problems they come across, they can be encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning.

The significant difference between the overall averages of the first term grades of beginner/elementary level control and experimental groups shows that training students on language learning strategies may lead to better foreign language achievement, particularly in lower levels. We might conclude that the more strategies the students employ or more frequently the higher language learning achievement level they have. The data shows that training language learners on language learning strategies at beginner/elementary level is effective which means that the students benefitted from the strategy training mostly at the beginning of their language learning process. It is a fact that the students face a huge variety of input and difficulties mostly at the beginning of their language learning process where the target language is generally totally different from their mother tongue. This study shows that strategy training learners help them in this challenging process; thus, we should include strategy training in our curriculum to ease the difficulty level. Learner training aims to help learners consider the factors that affect their learning and discover the learning strategies that suit them best and which are appropriate to their learning context, so that they may become more effective learners and take on more responsibility for their own learning (Sinclair, 2000: 66). As the literature suggests, training learners on language learning strategies may result in better language achievement (Ablard& Lipschultz, 1998, Corno& Mandinach, 1983, Zimmerman& Risenberg, 1997, Zhang& Li, 2004, Dafei, 2007). This study also suggests and supports that training learners in learning English as a second or foreign language process may help improve their English language achievement.
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